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 Minutes of 26th Annual General Meeting held at 

17h30 on Wednesday 03 March 2010 at the Bytes 
Conference Centre, 241 3rd Road, Midrand. 

 

 
 
 
 

Item Action 

1 WELCOME 
 
The President, Phil Paige-Green welcomed all present; the meeting then 
commenced.  A special welcome was made to Rodney Maud, Michel Benet and 
Richard Galliers who had travelled from KwaZulu-Natal and Western Cape to join 
the meeting.  The president introduced the members of Council to the meeting. 

 
 
 
 
 
Note 

2 ATTENDANCE 
 
Present: 
An attendance list was signed by all present, a total of 30 members.  
 
Apologies: 
A number of apologies were received, mainly due to work pressures.  These were: 
Ed Sheddon, GV Price, Fred Calitz, Margaret Wynne, Peter Terbrugge.  Isak 
Venter sent apologies but arrived late in any case. 

 
 
 
Note 
 
 
Note 

3 TIM PARTRIDGE 
 
A minute of silence was held for Tim Partridge who passed away late last year.  
Rodney Maud paid tribute to Tim, remembering his extraordinary contributions to 
the profession. 

 
 
 
 
Note 

4 APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 
Minutes of the previous meeting (4 March 2009) were available.   
 
The minutes were approved with no changes as follows: 
Proposed for approval: Mr Oliver Barker 
Seconded by:  Mr Derek Warwick 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Note 
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5 MATTERS ARISING 
 

5.1 Definition of competent persons on dolomite 
Dealt with later. 
 

5.2 SAIEG Constitution 
The revised constitution is about to be released. 
 

5.3 Fellows Committee 
Oliver Barker queried if it was relevant to keep this item on the agenda as no 
progress had been made.  He explained the role of such a committee as used in 
the Geological Society of SA.  It was decided to send an e-mail to the fellows of 
SAIEG to determine whether this committee has any relevance. 

 
 
 
PPG 
 
 
TAB 
 
 
 
 
 
PPG 

6 PRESIDENT’S REPORT FOR 2009 
 
The President presented his report which is attached to the minutes. 

 
 
Note 

7 REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES’ REPORT BACKS 
 

7.1 Western Cape – Richard Galliers 
Generally busy and active in the Western Cape with a small community of people 
working in the engineering geological field. 
 

7.2 KwaZulu-Natal – Michel Benet 

• The New Stadium for the world cup and airport are complete and required 
some complex foundations in places. 

• A lot of low cost housing projects are underway. 

• The pipeline from Durban to Johannesburg has provided some challenges 

• The Ingula pump storage scheme is underway and should provide an 
interesting visit for SAIEG. 

• N2 project appears to be going ahead. 

• Seems to be a lack of infrastructure spending in the region. 
 

7.3 Limpopo – Fred Calitz (unable to attend but reported back through the 
President) 
Not much has changed since he last reported back through the newsletter. 
 

7.4 Eastern Cape – GV Price (unable to attend but reported back via e-mail to the 
President) 

• Two members have left the region – Gavin Fischer and Mark Reinhold 
leaving to work in Australia. 

• Work is underway on the AEG geology of cities, Richard Fyvie doing Port 
Elizabeth and GV doing East London. 

• Projects generally seem to be focused on roads.  Several projects involving 
slope stability are underway in the area. 

• GV is hoping to form a local chapter or network of SAIEG members in the 
area soon. 

 

 
 
 
 
Note 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note 
 
 
 
Note 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note 
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8 FORTHCOMING EVENTS AND ISSUES 
 

8.1 Newsletter 
Salona Naidoo sorts this out.  It is doing well and good feedback has been 
received. 

8.2 Core logging, chip logging and soil profiling courses 
These are still being run by Gary Davis and Tony A’Bear and continue to prove 
popular. 

8.3 Tony Brink Memorial Lecture 

• Members felt that it should be held every year 

• A request was put forward to try and take it to all major centres 

• Oliver Barker suggested that topics other than purely engineering 
geological in nature could be addressed 

8.4 Site Visits 
The Ingula Pump Storage Scheme is on the agenda to be visited. 

8.5 Evening Talks 
The president requested that members suggest topics for talks. 

8.6 Corporate sponsorship/membership 
Presentation made by Richard Puchner – attached. 

8.7 New website 
Richard Puchner presented the new layout, the costs thereof and the rationale 
behind it.  Tony A’Bear proposed a vote of thanks for the work done by Richard in 
setting this up and this was endorsed by the meeting. 
 

 
 
 
Note 
 
 
 
Note 
 
 
 
 
Note 
 
Note 
 
Note 
 
Note 
 
 
 
Note 

9 TREASURER’S REPORT 
The treasurer, Richard Puchner, presented the financial report which is attached to 
this document.  No comment was available from the auditor due to the late 
submission and his high workload.  The auditor’s report will be made available on 
the website.  Frank Netterberg proposed a vote of thanks which was heartily 
endorsed by all. 

 
 
 
 
RPP/Note 

10 APPOINTMENT OF AUDITORS 
It was proposed that the current auditors, O.E Clow and Associates be re-appointed 
for the 2010 financial year. 
Proposed: Oliver Barker 
Seconded:  Tony A’Bear 

 
 
 
 
Note 

11 AWARDS 
The awards will be announced at dinner. 

 
Note  

12 GENERAL 

• Richard Galliers requested that the restriction on membership entry be 
relaxed.  John Stiff and Tony A’Bear explained that the new constitution will 
relax entry criteria and that this will take place in the not too distant future. 

• The president announced the IAEG conference to be held in New Zealand 
and encouraged attendance. 

• The report from the secretariat, RCA, was delivered and is appended. 

• Oliver Barker requested that members in the Johannesburg area provide 
access to reports and papers for this area for the paper on the Geology of 
Johannesburg for the AEG.  The President suggested putting requests of 
this nature onto the website and in the newsletter. 

• Richard Galliers requested that the university roadshow be made available 
to all.  The president noted that it was available to all who needed it. 

• Marcia van Aswegen from the GSSA is involved in geo-heritage issues and 
requested that sites be put into the database at the GSSA.  In discussion 
that followed it was recommended that SAIEG members join the GSSA and 
get involved. 

 
 
 
Note 
 
Note 
 
Note 
 
 
Note 
 
Note 
 
 
 
Note 
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13 CLOSURE 
There being no further business the meeting closed at 19h00 with thanks from the 
President, and was followed by the Gold Medal Award dinner.  Oliver Barker 
thanked Phil Paige-Green for having taken over the presidency at short notice and 
for having done a wonderful job.  This was heartily endorsed by all. 

 

 
Minutes approved by:  

 

 

Seconded by:          

 

 

 

Minutes compiled by Tony A’Bear 
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Presidents report for the period January - December 2009 

 

Status quo 

The year of 2009 was somewhat topsy-turvy but I hope that I can safely say that SAIEG has come 
thought it relatively unscathed. After being ably led by Margaret for the first half of the year, personal 
circumstances led her to take a 3 month break, during which I stood in on a temporary basis. 
Together with Tony, Richard and the other Council members, we managed to keep the show on the 
road before Margaret’s welcome return in September. Reluctantly, however, Margaret resigned from 
the Council in September and I was prematurely “promoted” to President. I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank Margaret for her valuable contribution to SAIEG during her short reign as 
president.  

 

Membership 

At present, 3 March 2010, there are about 146 members, down from 149 at the end of 2008.  We 
have lost one member who passed away and a number of members were removed from the role as 
they were more than 2 years in arrears with their subscriptions. A number of new applications have 
recently been processed. I am happy to report that we are in the process of streamlining 
membership applications so that they are processed more rapidly and effectively.  One of the 
biggest problems that we still experience, however, is that we receive application forms without the 
required supporter’s forms – when members support new applicants, please submit the necessary 
forms expeditiously. We are making a determined effort to increase numbers. 

 

Events / courses etc 

A number of events and courses were offered by SAIEG or jointly run by SAIEG in the last year.  In 
summary these are: 

• Our AGM and Awards dinner in March 2009. Dr Fritz Wagener was presented with the 
SAIEG Gold medal and Richard Puchner and Robert Leyland were presented with special 
awards for top quality presentations at conferences. Afterwards, we were entertained to an 
extremely entertaining motivational presentation by Quinton Coetzee of television Veld-focus 
fame.   

• Gary Davis and Tony A’Bear presented their very popular and well attended courses on soil 
profiling and core logging twice during 2009. Apart from being of important service to our 
members (and other geotech practitioners) these courses do boost our funding. Thanks are 
due to Tony and Gary. 

• Three evening lectures – one on the use of seismic testing, one on LiDAR in engineering 
geology and a very well attended talk on Legal Risk Management. 

• Following on from the Problem Soils Conference, I was requested by the Geotechnical 
Division Young Engineers to present the Dispersive Soil section (the only one of the problem 
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soils not to be presented by the original authors) to students and young professionals in 
Cape Town, Durban and Pretoria. Nearly 700 people attended these sessions. 

• I also gave presentations to more than 100 students at the Universities of Pretoria and 
KwaZulu-Natal on engineering geology in South Africa, in an attempt to increase awareness 
among undergraduate geology students about engineering geology and boost potential 
numbers. 

• We held the second Tony Brink Memorial Lecture in Midrand in October.  We were fortunate 
enough to persuade Dr Tony Williams, probably the person who worked most closely with 
Tony Brink to come out of geotechnical exile and make the presentation. He give us a light 
hearted, but profound insight into the Tony Brink that most members never knew – Tony 
Williams described Tony Brink as “no ordinary man” and I doubt if anyone would dispute 
that. 

• The first long awaited “Slope stability course” organised by UP in response to SAIEG 
requests was held during October 2009 at short notice but still attracted 28 attendees. It was 
presented by myself and Louis van Rooy, but future courses will include a larger number of 
presenters as well as more hands-on practical exercises. 

 

Communication with membership 

Salona Naidoo has been instrumental in getting a newsletter out at reasonably regular intervals 
throughout the year.  These have been done under some pressure but I am sure are well received 
and allow members to keep in some sort of contact with what is happening with SAIEG. We hope 
that more members will contribute to future editions. Please do not hesitate to send contributions on 
interesting observations, solutions or problems in for inclusion in Newsletters. Thank you to Salona 
for your diligent efforts and the valuable outputs. 

 

Considerable effort has been put in by Richard this year in upgrading our website.  Richard took a 
lead role in locating and directing a new web designer to develop the new site which will be 
introduced shortly. Thanks a lot Richard. 

 

IAEG produces a regular newsletter and this is sent to all members registered on the IAEG website. 
If you have not registered, please do so, but we will also have links to this on our website and 
include extracts of the IAEG newsletter in the local SAIEG equivalent. 

 

Links with the outer world 

I represented SAIEG at the IAEG ExCo and Council meetings held in September in Chengdu, China 
in collaboration with the 7th Asian Regional Conference of IAEG. Unfortunately SAIEG had no 
representation at the AEG conference in the USA last year.  We remain committed to linking with 
these organizations, both of which have played a fundamental role in helping engineering geologists 
establish a viable field of practice in South Africa. I think that, provided our links with these are 
sustained, we can only benefit from their publications and information dissemination. 

 

Administration 

Robbie, Di, Yolandé and the RCA team have continued to provide efficient and very constructive 
support to SAIEG.  We have increased our reliance on RCA this year, in for example, distributing 
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information and arranging meetings. I would like to personally thank Robbie and her team for 
making my (and other council members) lives much easier. I would particularly like to thank Yolandé 
for her efforts in delivering everything tonight.  

Finances 

A financial report will be presented by our treasurer, Richard Puchner – a man of many talents who 
makes an unending contribution to increasing the effectiveness of SAIEG. Our financial status is 
good which allows us to subsidise functions such as tonights, but Richard will talk more about this 
shortly.  

 

Challenges 

We continue to engage with SANS in regard to the production of standards for profiling, core 
logging, dolomite investigations, township investigations, etc, to the extent that we (SAIEG) are now 
represented as voting members on all of the relevant geotechnical committees. This makes us a 
major player in ensuring that new codes are to our satisfaction. Various Council and other members 
are involved and give freely of their time to ensure that new standards meet our requirements. 
Thanks to all those involved.  Most of these standards that were about to be issued for public 
comment have been withdrawn for additional input after which they will be released for public 
comment (this will be announced in the Newsletter) - we trust that further responses will be 
submitted from SAIEG members to ensure that the documents are of top quality.  

 

Various SAIEG members continue to be involved in the competency debates (SABS, ECSA, etc), 
especially with respect to practicing in the field of dolomite investigations. We feel that we are 
making progress and ensuring that our members are served in the best ways possible. 

 

Thanks 

I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to the Council members who have supported 
me over the second half of 2009 and supported Margaret before me. It has been a great pleasure to 
work with you and I can assure you that I will be relying on your further support for the remainder of 
my term as President.  

 

 

Phil Paige-Green 

President 
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3 March 2010 

 

TREASURER’S REPORT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER 2009 

 

Auditors Report 

The SAIEG accounts for the financial year ending 31 December 2009 are currently with SAIEG’s 
independent auditor, Oliver E Clow and Associates. Due to the late submission of the financials and 
the auditor’s current commitments, the audit will be competed during the month of March 2010. 
Once complete the report will be posted on the web site.  

 

2009 Balance Sheet  

Referring to the attached balance sheet for 2009, total income was R101 481 less than budgeted 
for. Expenditure was, however, R174 583 under budget. Overall, the net profit for 2009 was  
R132 195 for 2009, compared  to net profit for 2008 of R22 326. The 2009 profit was R73 102 more 
than budgeted. A major contributor to the profit was the shared profit made on the Problem Soils 
Seminar. Other major contributors to the variations in budget vs. actual include:  

Major contributors to lower than expected income:  

Item 1.5 No major courses other than profiling and logging courses were conducted  
Item 1.8 Low income from lectures  
Item 1.9 Low income for 2009 AGM (ie sponsorship) 
Item 1.10 No corporate sponsorship for 2009  
Item 1.12 Lower than expected interest on Money 24 account due to drop in interest rates.  

Major contributors to lower than expected expenses:  

Item 2.5 Reduced profiling and logging course venue expenses  
Item 2.6 No other courses conducted 
Item 2.8 Lower than expected expenses for lectures  
Item 2.14 Only one local air fare used. 

Notes on other income items:  

Item 1.1 Three unpaid membership fees for 2009 
Item 1.2 No advertizing via email-drops during 2009 
Item 1.14 No publication sales during 2009. 

Notes on other expenditure items:  

Item 2.9 2009 AGM expenses were slightly lower than budget 
Item 2.10 No students purchased bulletins at 50% discount 
Item 2.11 University road show not included in 2009 budget 
Item 2.12 RCA admin and office costs lower than budget 
Item 2,17 Not many prizes awarded in 2009 
Item 2.25 SAIEG branding slightly more than budget.  
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In general:  

• The two profiling and logging courses held during 2009 produced a profit of R116 495. Thanks 
to Tony A’Bear and Gary Davis for presenting the courses. 

• The overall cost of the 2009 AGM to SAIEG was R32 916. This was largely due to the costs of 
the guest speaker and lower than anticipated sponsorships. 

• All 3 evening lectures and the Brink Memorial lecture cost SAIEG R11 135. Again, 
sponsorships were lower than expected to break even.  

 

2010 Budget 

Referring to the attached 2010 budget, net profit for 2010 is expected to be R5 486. As experienced 
with previous budgets, the large variance in actual income and expenditure generally result in a 
higher than expected net profit since not all talks and courses budgeted for are carried out. If all 
events do occur, the new Corporate Sponsorship Scheme will be a vital source of income to sustain 
these activities. Revenue from tickets sales for events such as the lectures and gala dinner do not 
cover costs and the university road show does not generate any income. As such, sponsorship is 
much needed.  

The following events have been budgeted for in 2010:  

• AGM and Gala Dinner (approx. cost of R85 000).  

• Two soil profiling and core logging courses (approx. profit of R72 000).   

• One other course (possible profit of R5 000).  

• One site visit with (tickets should cover expenses). 

• Two “major” and two “minor” lectures (expected cost of R30 000).  

• University road show to Durban and Pretoria (expected cost of R9 500).  

  

Notes on other expenditure items:  

Item 2.18 R30 000 has been budgeted for the new 2010 SAIEG web page 

Item 2.25 No SAIEG “Branding” costs are anticipated for 2010 (folders, pamphlets, etc) 

 

Closing 

Although a comfortable profit was made in 2009, this year will show a loss if the expected income 
from corporate sponsorship is not realised. There has been a slow response to the new Corporate 
Sponsorship Scheme. All members are implored to bring their companies on board as proud 
supporters and sponsors (with benefits) of SAIEG. 

 

 

 

 

Richard Puchner 

SAIEG Treasurer  



2010
Budget Actual Budget

1.0 INCOME

1.1 SAIEG member subscriptions 2009 69,784.73R      66,790.00R        71,500.00R       SAIEG member subscriptions 2010

1.2 IAEG bulletin subscribers 2009 16,644.38R      18,130.00R        12,375.00R       IAEG bulletin subscribers 2010

1.3 AEG Full members 2009 6,018.00R        7,046.89R          5,737.50R         AEG Full members 2010

1.4 Workshops (Profiling x2) 266,000.00R    296,364.00R      266,000.00R     Workshops (Profiling x2)

1.5 Courses (other x1) 100,000.00R    -R                   100,000.00R     Courses (other x1)

1.6 Problem Soils Seminar Nov 08 80,000.00R      103,731.73R      

1.7 Site visits (x1No. @R250/p x 20people) 5,000.00R        -R                   5,000.00R         Site visits (x1)

1.8 Lectures (2x Major + 2x Minor) 20,500.00R      10,954.00R        15,000.00R       Lectures (2x Major + 2x Minor)

1.9 AGM 2009 (incl. sponsorship) 42,000.00R      36,472.00R        25,000.00R       AGM 2010 (excl. sponsorship)

1.10 Corporate sponsorship (web site) 20,000.00R      -R                   60,000.00R       Corporate sponsorship 

1.11 Interest - Money 24 account 33,000.00R      19,782.07R        25,000.00R       Interest - Money 24 account

1.12 Interest - Current account 400.00R           594.99R             600.00R            Interest - Current account

1.13 Advertising (x2) 1,500.00R        -R                   1,500.00R         Advertising (x2)

1.14 Publications & sales 500.00R           -R                   250.00R            Publications & sales

TOTAL INCOME 661,347.11R    559,865.68R      587,962.50R     

2.0 EXPENDITURE

2009

South African Institute for Engineering and

Environmental Geologists (SAIEG)

Balance Sheet & Budget

2.1 IAEG affiliation 2009 21,978.00R      22,541.58R        18,744.00R       IAEG affiliation 2010

2.2 IAEG bulletins 2009 16,315.20R      13,356.24R        12,375.00R       IAEG bulletins 2010

2.3 AEG affiliation membership 2009 10,934.40R      9,595.47R          7,620.00R         AEG affiliation membership 2010

2.4 AEG full members with AEGNews etc 6,018.00R        5,281.09R          5,737.50R         AEG full members with AEGNews etc

2.5 Workshops (Profiling x2) 194,000.00R    179,868.89R      190,000.00R     Workshops (Profiling x2)

2.6 Courses (other x1) 95,000.00R      -R                   95,000.00R       Courses (other x1)

2.7 Site visits (x1No) 4,000.00R        -R                   5,000.00R         Site visits (x1No)

2.8 Lectures (2x Major + 2x Minor) 53,300.00R      23,089.80R        45,000.00R       Lectures (2x Major + 2x Minor)

2.9 AGM 2009 73,800.00R      69,388.90R        85,000.00R       AGM 2010

2.10 SAIEG student member fees & bulletins 4,300.00R        -R                   1,000.00R         SAIEG student member fees & bulletins

2.11 University Road Show 2009 2,380.00R          9,500.00R         University Road Show 2010

2.12 RCA - Administration & Office costs 16,000.00R      10,582.44R        15,000.00R       RCA - Administration & Office costs

2.13 RCA - Email drops (x35) 9,000.00R        8,589.90R          10,000.00R       RCA - Email drops (x35)

2.14 Air fare/car/accom (3x Local; 1x Int.) 18,000.00R      4,705.55R          18,000.00R       Air fare/car/accom (3x Local; 1x Int.)

2.15 Audit fees 7,000.00R        6,125.00R          7,000.00R         Audit fees

2.16 SAIEG memb. (SAIMM, NSTF, SANCOLD) 6,500.00R        8,635.50R          7,000.00R         SAIEG memb. ( SAIMM, NSTF, SANCOLD )

2.17 Graduate prizes / Awards / medals 5,000.00R        -R                   5,000.00R         Graduate prizes / Awards / medals

2.18 Web site - Annual hosting & domain 1,500.00R        1,288.00R          30,000.00R       Web site - Annual hosting & domain

2.19 Web site - New Look + Updates (x6) 4,000.00R        3,550.00R          5,500.00R         Web site - Initial assistance

2.20 Meeting expenses (x4) 4,500.00R        2,625.15R          4,000.00R         Meeting expenses (x4)

2.21 Bank charges 1,000.00R        1,561.42R          1,700.00R         Bank charges

2.22 Post box rental 280.00R           287.00R             300.00R            Post box rental

2.23 Gifts 1,000.00R        -R                   1,000.00R         Gifts

2.24 Committee end-of-year dinner 2,800.00R        2,473.80R          3,000.00R         Committee end-of-year dinner

2.25 SAIEG Branding 25,000.00R      30,716.20R        -R                  SAIEG Branding

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 581,225.60R    406,641.93R      582,476.50R     

3.0 NET PROFIT / (LOSS) 80,121.51R      153,223.75R      5,486.00R         

4.0 BANK ACCOUNTS  Profit / (Loss) Profit / (Loss)

4.1 Current Account:  (Jan 09 - Dec 09) (Jan 08 - Dec 08)

4.1.1 Balance b/fwd (01 Jan 2009) 25,247.84R       

4.1.2 Balance on hand (28 Dec 2009) 12,959.49R       

4.2 Money 24 Account:

4.2.1 Balance b/fwd (01 Jan 2009) 273,429.74R     

4.2.2 Balance on hand (28 Dec 2009) 417,913.53R     

4.3 TOTAL All Accounts:

144,483.79R      

-12,288.35R       

4.3 TOTAL All Accounts:

4.3.1 Balance b/fwd (01 Jan 2009) 298,677.58R     

4.3.2 Balance on hand (28 Dec 2009) 430,873.02R     
132,195.44R      22,326.20R          


